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Primary Goal:
NASPE: Standard #2- Demonstrates understanding of movement concepts, principles,
strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning and performance of physical activities.
This unit will provide the students with the opportunity to engage in a lifetime sport.
Golf is played by both men and women of all ages, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status.
Introducing golf at a young age will help expose the students to something new and may allow
for them to further their interest in the sport. This unit focuses on the short game aspect of
golf and the skill/technique of putting. A mini golf course is created to allow for students to use
a variety of strategies and tactics associated with putting. This unit will allow for students to
become exposed to new activities outside of school whether it's going to a mini golf course or
playing an eighteen hole round.
RIPTS: Standard #5- Teachers create instructional opportunities to encourage all students'
development of critical thinking, problem solving, performance skills, and literacy across
content areas.
During this unit students are given a variety of instructional opportunities to develop
critical thinking, problem solving, performance skills, and literacy across content areas. During
this unit students will be using score cards to keep track of the pOints they are receiving. This
will require the students to use their math skills in order to receive a total. Also during the unit
students will be introduced to a variety of golf courses around the world. A map will be hung
on the wall with each golf course's location. The students will also be exposed to fun facts
about each golf course including how much it costs to play their and how many members the
golf course has. The students will also be given the opportunity to develop critical thinking and
problem solving skills during the mini golf course. The students will first experience one or two
holes of the golf course without any explanation on how to be successful. The students will

then be asked how they were able to be successful at the hole and what were the different
strategies they used. Throughout the course each hole will have a different level of difficulty.
The students must be able to use these skills to be successful at each hole.
General Behavioral Objectives

A. Affective
Students will be able to follow all proper golf etiquette throughout the unit.
During the unit, students will be able to act responsibly regarding set up, participation, and
clean up.
B. Cognitive
Students will be able to recite the proper cues for the golf putt by the end of the unit.
As a result of the unit, students will be able to design strategies on putting the golf ball around
obstacles throughout a mini golf course.
C. Psychomotor

By the end of the unit, students will be able to demonstrate the golf putt by using the proper
cues.
Students will be able to distinguish the amount of force needed to putt the golf ball as close to
the hole as possible.
General Equipment

1 large target, golf clubs, plastic golf balls, rubber yellow small balls, carpet squares, eye wear
for all students, score cards, small golf pencils, putting holes/cups, arches, pool noodles, green
grass strips, pool noodles

Motivational Devices
A variety of visual aids will be used during this unit. Posters of cues will be placed in the
gymnasium for the students to refer back to. Pictures of each cue will be along side of the
words to help remind the student of each cue. A poster of "golf etiquette" will be placed on
the gymnasium wall to remind the students what is expected of them. Also a poster of golf
courses around the world will be up on the wall to help integrate other disciplines into our unit
on golf.
Points will be used throughout the unit to allow for students to become motivated
during the lessons. Students will putt toward a target labeled with different numbers. The
numbers represent the amount of points they receive when their golf ball lands in that section
of the target. This will allow for all students to keep motivated while practicing their putt. Also
students were given score cards throughout the unit to help keep score at different stations
and throughout the mini golf course. This allows for the students to stay focused in the game
and try and do better at each hole. Scoring in golf will be introduced during the last lesson.
The students in each class will be given a challenge to try and putt the lowest score when going
through the mini golf course. This will also keep the students motivated because they will be
competing with themselves throughout the course.

Health and Safety Precautions
Students:
All students must use the golf clubs properly with little back swing and little follow through.
Students must wait for all classmates to putt the ball before retrieving the golf balls.
All students must listen and follow all directions in order to be safe in the gymnasium.
Students must be aware of others around them before putting at each hole.
All students must be a safe distance away from each other when at each station.

Teacher:
Stress the safety issues to the students and make them aware of all the correct things to be
doing with the golf club.
Wait until I have the entire class's attention before continuing with the lesson.
Keep eyes on all the students in the class at all times.
Discipline any student who is using the golf club incorrectly.
Check gymnasium floor for any liquids or objects that students to get hurt on.
Assessment
Psychomotor
At the end of the unit students will be placed around a large target in the center of the gym.
Each student will be given a golf club, 5 golf balls, and eye wear. The students will perform the
putt by using the proper cues. Each student will be assessed by how well they are performing
the proper cues. If the student performs the cue incorrectly they will receive a check next to
their name ih the designated box. The students will continue to perform the putt until all
students have been assessed.
Grip -place non dominant hand on the club toward the top followed by the dominant hand
right below your non dominant on the club and place club behind ball with it facing the target
Eyes -stand with feet shoulder width apart keeping the eyes on the ball
Elbows -bend the elbows
Triangle -shoulders, arms, hands, and putter form a triangle. The triangle swing forward
together. There should be very little back swing and very little follow through
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Cognitive

A written quiz will be given to each student at the end of the unit. The post test will count for
100 points toward their unit grade.
10 correct= 100pts, 9 correct= 90pts, 8 correct= 80pts, 7 correct= 70pts ...
Name ___________________________________________

Class ________

A. True or False. Circle the correct answer.

1. The correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
the dominant hand underneath.
True

False

2. Your arms are straight when putting.
True

False

3. When putting your eyes should be focused on the hole.
True

False

4. Par in golf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.
True

False

5. A birdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.
True

False

I

B. Fill in the blank.
6. There are ___ holes on a golf course.
7. The four cues for putting are _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , eyes, elbows, and triangle.
8. The three areas of the body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and

C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
9. Which one is an example of golf etiquette?
A. Always run when on the golf course.
B. Golfer whose ball is farthest from the hole hits first.
C. Do not touch the other person's ball.
10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?
A. Shore side
B. Waterville Valley
C. Pebble Beach

Affective
During the unit golf etiquette will be introduced. Each student will be expected to
follow the golf etiquette throughout the unit. At the end of each lesson the students will grade
themselves on how well they did with following all of the golf etiquette. They will be given a
sticker to place on either a happy face or a sad face. The happy face will represent if student
followed all of the golf etiquette throughout the class. The sad face will represent if the
student did not follow the golf etiquette throughout the lesson. The teacher will be watching
for students who are not following the rules and if they see someone who is not they must go
and place their sticker on the sad face immediately.
Golf Etiquette
•
•
•
•
•

Never talk during the other players turn.
Do not swing your club when someone is walking around you.
Always walk when on the golf course.
Wait until others are out of the way before hitting your golf ball.
Play fairly!

©
©
Final Grade:
Cognitive= 100pts
Psychomotor= 100pts
Affective= 30pts
Participation! Effort= 20pts

Overall grade
A= 225- 250pts
B= 200- 224pts
C= 175- 199pts
0= 150-174pts
F= 149- Opts
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NAME:

DATE: February 22-26 TIME: 50 mins

LESSON #: 1 OUT OF 3 LESSONS

CLASS SIZE: Aprox. 23 GRADE LEVEL: 2-5

UNIT: Golf

FACILITY: Gymnasium

EQUIPMENT: stereo, 1 large target, 23 golf clubs, 30 plastic golf balls, 30 rubber yellow small
balls, score cards, small pencils
FOCUS OF THE LESSON: The golf putt and golf etiquette
STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES (SPO):
Psychomotor:
As a result of this lesson, students will be able to demonstrate the golf putt by using the proper
cues. (NASPE 1, RIPTS 2)
Cognitive:
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to name at least three different types of golf
etiquette. (NASPE 1, RIPTS 2)
As a result of the lessons, students will be able to recite the proper cues given for the golf putt.
(NASPE 1, RIPTS 2)
Affective:
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to follow all directions given by the teacher. (NASPE
5, RIPTS 6)
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to act responsibly when retrieving their ball from the
inside of the target. (NASPE 5, RIPTS 6)
TEACHER PERFORMANCE OBJEC1'VES:
During the lesson, I will:

1. Circulate the gymnasium and provide knowledge of performance feedback to the students.
2. Explain each cue of the golf putt to the students for them to easily understand.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: List the safety concerns. What do you need to remember about
this class that is unique or different?

1. All students must use the golf clubs properly with little back swing and little follow through.
2. Students must wait for all classmates to putt the ball before retrieving the golf ball.
3. All students must walk around any classmate with a club and all students who are putting must
look behind them to make sure no one if behind them before putting.
REFERENCES:
Pena, B. (2008) PED 207 Binder. Golf Research paper.

ITIME

SEQUENCE OF LESSON

ORGANIZATION
OF STUDENTS

••
•••••

50min
10min

FOCUS OF
OBSERVATION

Student

Introduction:
Wann up: Students will perfonn a teacher led cardio
wann up to music.

If all students
are working
hard to increase
their heart rate .

Tucher

• • • • • ••
••• • • •
•

Yoga

Lesson Content:
Students will walk and sit under the basketball hoop.
5min

If students are
paying attention.

Students will be introduced to golf. Golf is a sport
using golf clubs and a golf ball. The object of the
game is to get the lowest number of shots at every
hole. A standard golf course if 18 holes. Today we
will be working on the golf putt. You use this shot
when you are close to the hole.
When playing golf there is common etiquette for the
players. Does anyone know what etiquette is? rules
for sociall~ accel2table behavior
Breakdown: what does social mean? What does
acceptable mean? Etiquette is the type of behavior
that is expected when on the golf course.
Golf Etiquette
• Golfer whose ball is farthest from the hole hits
first,
• Never talk during the other players tum.
• Do not swing your club when someone is
walking around you.
• Always walk when on the golf course.
• Wait until others are out of the way before
hitting your golf ball.
• Replace any chunks of grass removed by club.
• Play fairlyl
Smin

PuttingCues:
Grip (place non dominant hand on the club toward the
top followed by the dominant hand right below your
non dominant on the club and place club behind ball
with it facing the target)
Eyes (stand with feet shoulder width apart keeping the
eyes on the ball)
Elbows (bend the elbows)
Triangle {shoulders, anns, hands, and putter form a
triangle. The triangle swing forward together. There

...
..
•••••

••••
~
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I
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If students
understand
what proper
gold etiquette
means.

•

If students know
what the proper
golf etiquette is.

If students know
the proper cues
for the putt.

I

should be very little back swing and very little follow
through)

10min

15min

Students will walk to an open carpet square located
around the target. At each carpet square there will be
a golf club and a cone filled with 4 golf balls. On the
teachers command each student will pick up their golf
club. They will practice their putt without a golf ball a
couple of times. The teacher will walk around to see
how the students are doing. On the teachers
command the students will begin putting one of the
golf balls in their cone. Once they have completed
one putt they will wait for the teachers command to
putt their second golf ball.
Closing Activity:
Students will stay at their carpet square. They will
each be given a score card and a small pencil. Each
time they putt the ball they will receive points. They
will record their points after each shot. 3 if there ball
goes past the inner circle. 2 points if their ball reaches
the second circle. 1 points if their ball reaches the first
circle.

S1'ud~nt

TeGeh~r

SquQN
C4rp~t

•
•

If students are
gripping the club
correctly.

•

I If students are

•••• ••

•• @ ;

I

•• •• ••

If students are
reciting the cues
to help them be
successful.

•••••• •
•• @ •
•••• ••

i

After 4 minutes the students will add up their score
and will be given another chance to try and beat their
first score.
Closing Questions:

3min

What are the cues for the golf swing?
Grip
Eyes
Elbows
Triangle
Who can name one of the golf etiquettes we talked
about?
Golfer whose ball is farthest from the hole hits first.
Never talk during the other players turn.
Do not swing your club when someone is walking
around you.
Always walk when on the golf course.
Wait until others are out of the way before hitting your
golf ball.
Replace any chunks of grass removed by club.
Play fairly!

I

able to putt the
ball using the
proper cues .

.....~
....
..
•

~.

•

•

:
i

If students are
keeping their
eyes on the ball
and their elbows
bent throughout
the putt.

NAME:

DATE: 3/1- 3/5

TIME: 50 mins

LESSON #: 2 OUT OF 3 LESSONS

CLASS SIZE: aprox. 20 GRADE LEVEL: 2-5

UNIT: Golf

FACILITY: Gymnasium

EQUIPMENT: Music, 15 yoga mats, 1 large target, 20 small carpet squares, 100 small plastic golf
bal.ls, 20 putters, 20 small cones, 20 pairs of eye wear, 10 putting cups, 10 croquet arches.

FOCUS OF THE LESSON: Accuracy
STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES (SPO):

Psychomotor:
As a result of this lesson, students will be able to putt the golf ball with accuracy.
(RIPTS 2, NASPE 2)
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to perform the golf putt using the proper cues.
(RIPTS 2, NASPE 2)

Cognitive:
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to judge how to putt the golf ball in order to be
accurate. (RIPTS 5, NASPE 2)
As a result of the lesson. students will be able to calculate the amount of points they receive at
each station and record it onto their score card. (RIPTS 5, NASPE 2)

Affective:
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to be aware of others around them at all times.
(RIPTS 6, NASPE 5)
As a result of the lesson, stUdents will follow all instructions given at each station. (RIPTS 6,
NASPE 5)

TEACHER PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
During the lesson, I will:
1. Circulate from station to station and provide knowledge of performance feedback to the
students.
2. Stress the safety issues to the stUdents and make them aware of all the correct things to be
doing with the golf club.
3. wait until I have the attention from the entire class before continuing.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
1. All stUdents must use the golf clubs properly with little back swing and little follow through.
2. Students must wait for all classmates to putt the ball before retrieving the golf ball.
3. All students must be a safe distance away from each other when at each station.

I TIME

SEQUENCE OF LESSON

ORGANIZATION OF
STUDENTS

FOCUS OF
OBSERVATION

50min

15min

Warm Up:
Students come in and find an exercise spot in
personal space. Teacher starts the music and
students follow along with the teacher for a cardio
warm up.
Students pair up and follow a teacher led yoga
warm up.
Introduction:
Students will now be focusing on the accuracy
when putting. Accuracy- being able to hit the ball to
where you want it to go. Today students will
practice their accuracy with a giant target and with
golf cups and crocket goals.

5min

The cues of the putt will be reintroduced.
Grip (place non dominant hand on the club toward
the top followed by the dominant hand right below
your non dominant on the club and place club
behind ball with it facing the target)
Eyes (stand with feet shoulder width apart keeping
the eyes on the ball)
Elbows (bend the elbows)
Triangle (shoulders, arms, hands, and putter form a
triangle. The triangle swing forward together.
There should be very little back swing and very little
follow through)
Students will also learn a number of golf courses
located around the world and a fact about each one.
A map will be provided for the stUdents to locate
where the golf course is located on the map.

Morfontaine
Location: Outside of Paris, France
Number of Members: Only 450
Pebble Beach
Location: Pebble Beach, California, USA
Cost to play: $495 per player
San Lorenzo
Location: San Lorenzo, Portugal
Cost to play: $165

• ••••• •
• •
•
• •• • • • ••
•

....
.....• .-:.
••••
-:.

If students are
working hard to
increase their
cardio during
the warm up.

If students are
paying attention
when the
teacher is
talking.
If students know
the CFU's.
If students
remember the 4
golf cues.

Kawana
Location: Tokyo, Japan
Cost to play: $382
Mayakoba
Location: Playa del Carmen
Cost to play: $230
Durban Country Club
Location: Durban, South Africa
View: Indian Ocean
Students will be placed into two groups. One group
will start at station 1 and the other at station 2. After
10 minutes the groups will switch stations.
Lesson Content:
Station 1:
Golfing Arou nd the World

15min

If students are
using the golf
cues to practice
the golf putt
correctly.

Students will start at a carpet square located at
station 1. They will be given 3 golf balls in a dome
cone. Each student will try and get the golf ball into
the objects in front of them. The objects will be golf
cups with flags on them and crocket goals. Each
time a student hits a golf ball through a goal or into
a cup they will receive 1 point. At the end of their 3
golf balls they will tally up their score and mark it on
a score card provided to them.

If students are
being accurate
with their putt.
If students are
using strategies
to increase their
accuracy.

Once they have hit their 3 golf balls they must wait
for the entire group to be finished before they place
their golf club down and collect another 3 golf balls
and return to their station. 2 nd and 3rd graders will
remain at their carpet square which 4th and 5th
graders will rotate squares in a clockwise rotation to
allow for all angles for the students to help practice
their accuracy.

Station 2:
Target Practice

--'.
.....

15min

Each student will start at a carpet square. They will ,--_____~
also be given 3 golf balls. They must try and hit the
--,
....
golf ball onto the target. Located on the target will
be different amounts of pOints. The students will try
--,
and get as many points as they can with their 3 golf
....
--,
balls. After they have hit all 3 they must wait for all
others at their station to be complete and place their
olf clubs down to 0 and collect the olf balls. 2 nd

........
--,.

i

If students are
able to putt the
golf ball onto the
target.
If students are
able to aim the
golf ball at the
. target and be
accurate with
their putt.

and 3 graders will remain at their carpet square
while 4ffi and 5th graders will rotate in a clockwise
rotation to allow for an opportunity to put from all
angles.

_L_L- -,--,-...
• •
_L-,
_L--,-.
.
_L-

Gymnasium
.1\

1\
•

....

....

1\

1\
•

....

....

•

1\

1\

.1\

....

....

-~

....

-,-,
....

....

If students know
the closing
questions.

Closing Questions:

2 min

What are the four golf putting cues?
Grip
Eyes
Elbows
Triangle
What does accuracy mean?
To hit the golf ball close to where you want it to
go. The closer you are to the target the more
accurate you were.
What are some strategies you used at the stations
to be accurate?
Aim, angle the club, tap it lighter or harder ...
Who can name me a golf course located around the
world and what country it is located in?

•• •••
•••••••
••• •••

•

If not the same
stUdents are
answering the
questions .
If students were
using strategies
while at the
stations.
If students begin
to think critically
about the sport
now.

Morfontaine

Pebble Beach

San Lorenzo

Location: Pebble Beach, California
Location: Outside of Paris, France

Number of Members: Only 450

Kawana

USA

Cost to play: $495 per player

Mayakoba

Location: San Lorenzo, Portugal

Cost to play: $165

Durban Country
Club

Location: Tokyo, Japan

Location: Playa del Carmen
Location: Durban, South Africa

Cost to play: $382

Cost to play: $230
View: Indian Ocean
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NAME:

DATE: 318 - 3112

'"IME: 50 mins

LESSON #: 3 OUT OF LESSONS 3 CLASS SIZE: aprox 23 GRADE LEVEL: 2-5
UNIT: Golf

FACILITY: Gymnasium

EQUIPMENT: 8 golf putters, 8 large carpet stripes, 8 golf cups, plastic golf balls, golf pencils, score
cards, 8 small cones, 16 pool noodles, 8 foam hurdles.
FOCUS OF "rHE LESSON: Strategies in putting
STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES (SPO):

Psychomotor:
As a result of this lesson, students will be able to perform the golf putt correctly using the cues
throughout the mini golf course. (RIPTS 2, NASPE 2)

Cognitive:
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to desjgn strategies on putting the golf ball around
the obstacles throughout the mini golf course. (RIPTS 5, NASPE 2)

Affective:
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to take turns with their partner at each hole. (RIPTS
6, NASPE 5)
As a result of the lesson, students will be able to collaborate with their partner at each hole.
(RIPTS 6, NASPE 5)
TEACHER PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
During the lesson, I will:
1. Circulate around the entire gymnasium to provide feedback he students.
2. Wait until I have the entire class's attention before continuing with the lesson.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: List the safety concerns. What do you need to remember about
this class that is unique or different?
1. All students must listen and follow all directions in order to be safe in the gymnasium.
2. Students must use the golf club properly when at each hole.
3. Students must be aware of others around them before putting at each hole.
REFERENCES:

ITIME ISEQUENCE OF LESSON

ORGANIZATION OF
STUDENTS

FOCUS OF
OBSERVATION

50min

7min

5min

Warm up- Students come in and find an exercise
spot in personal space. Teacher starts the music
and students follow along with the teacher for a
cardia warm up.
Students pair up and follow a teacher led yoga
warm up.

Par- the number of shots it should take to get the
ball into the hole.
Birdie- when you complete the hole in one shot
under the par.
There are 18 holes on a golf course. Today we will
be putting on a modified course of only 8 holes.

L

·1

Are students
working hard to
get their heart
rate up?

Introduction:
Students will be using the skills they learned about
putting to playa mini golf course.
The cues of the putt will be reintroduced.
Grip (place non dominant hand on the club toward
the top followed by the dominant hand right below
your non dominant on the club and place club
behind ball with it facing the target)
Eyes (stand with feet shoulder width apart keeping
the eyes on the ball)
Elbows (bend the elbows)
Triangle (shoulders, arms, hands, and putter form
a triangle. The triangle swing forward together.
There should be very little back swing and very
little follow through)
th
- 4th and 5 graders will learn about common terms
used on a golf course.

35min

••••• •
• •• • • I
•• • • • •
•

Are students
performing the
cardia warm up?

Lesson Content:
Students will be playing on a mini golf course.
Each hole will be set up. The students will be
assigned a hole. At each hole will be a golf putter
and a golf pencil. Each student will receive a golf
ball and a score card to take with them from hole to
hole. The other equipment will stay at each hole.

...
•••••

~
: ...: ..
I

•

Do stUdents
know the four
putting cues?

If students know
the CFU's.

Each student will putt the ball and continue putting
their ball until they have gotten it into the cup.
Once they have finished their partner may go.
They will putt also until they get their ball into the
hole. After each student completes the hole they
will record on their score card how many shots it
took them to get the ball into the hole. Once the
entire class has finished their hole the entire class
will all rotate to the next hole. Each hole will be
numbered.

If students are
able to form
strategies
throughout the
course.

After two rotations the students will be asked to
take a seat. Questions will be asked to the
students.
3min

What are some strategies you are using on this
golf course to help you putt your ball into the hole?
How are some ofyou getting around the objects
placed on the green?
What could you do differently this time?
The students will then stand up and continue the
mini golf course.
After all students have rotated through the course
the students will be asked to bring their score card
and golf ball to the stage.

Closing Questions:
Did you find it easy to putt the ball into the hole?
Why or why not?
What did you find difficult about the course?

....
.....•

If students are
able to answer
the questions

••••
~.

~

Are students
able to think
strategically
about the game
of golf?

I

Which hole was easier for you? The most difficult?
What strategies did you use throughout the
course?
What did you do that was different from hole to
hole?

Terms used in golf
Par- the number of shots it
should take to get the ball into the
hole.
Birdie- when you complete the
hole in one shot under the par.

Family Involvementl Communication with parents

While at my placement I was able to be involved in a major school wide event "The Vancouver
Winter Olympics". I created and designed large banners depicting the sports venues the students were
going to compete in. The entire week of February 8, 2010 was dedicated to this event. Each day
different events took place including an opening ceremony on Monday February 8th • On the Thursday
and Friday of this week the students participated in Olympic venues that were located both indoors and
outdoors. The school wide event was open for all to come and either volunteer their time or support
their children during the events. This gave me a great opportunity to communicate with the students
family members. I was able to greet them once they arrived at the event. Throughout the two days I
was able to discuss my experience at the school with them. They were all very supportive of me and
where interested in what I had planned for my unit with the students. I feel fortunate to have met so
many influential families in the community of Manville.

Impact Statement
The students were given a pre and post quiz during the unit on golf. Having a pre and
post quiz shows exactly which information the student knew before the unit and which
information they learned throughout the unit. Each student's scores were recorded along with
the number of points they increased from the pre quiz to the post quiz. Every student in the
class had a point increase except for one who had a zero point increase. This shows that
almost everyone in the class improved their knowledge about the sport of golf. The overall
average point increase was 36. This shows a great improvement and allows for me to feel
successful as a teacher. The scores were also compared between girls and boys. Each student
has a G or B labeled next to their score. Scores from both the pre and post quizzes were
compared and there was no significant difference in scores between the girls and the boys.

Pre

Post

Student
1- 8
2-G
3-G
4-G
5-G
6-G
7-G
8-G
9-G
10-8
11-8
12-8
13-8
14-8
15-8
16-8
17-8
18-8
19-G
20-G
21-G

Quiz

Quiz

40
70
60
30
30
20
40
10
30
20
40
40
30
40
20
60
50
10
30
30
50

80
80
80
70
70
70
80
70
60
70
70
80
90
80
60
80
50
60
60
60
80

Point
Increase
40
10
20
40
40
50
40
60
30
50
30
40
60
40
40
20
0
50
30
30
30

Avg.

36

71

36

Girls
80ys

36
35

71
72

35
37

Average
80
70
60

SO
40
30
20
10
0
Pre Quiz

Post Quiz

---.--.~.------------.

40

Pre

39

iz

38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
Boys

Girls

Post Quiz
75
74
73
72

71

70
69
68
67
66
65

Girls

Boys

Name ____________________________________________

Class ________

A. True or False. Circle the correct answer.
1. The correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
the dominant hand underneath.
True

False

2. Your arms are straight when putting.
True

False

3. When putting your eyes should be focused on the hole.
True

False

4. Par in golf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.
True

False

5. A birdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.
True

False

B. Fill in the blank.
6. There are ___ holes on a golf course.
7. The four cues for putting are _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , eyes, elbows, and triangle.
8. The three areas of the body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and

C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
9. Which one is an example of golf etiquette?
A. Always run when on the golf course.
B. Golfer whose ball is farthest from the hole hits "first.
C. Do not touch the other person's ball.
10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?
A. Shore side
B. Waterville Valley

C. Pebble Beach

A n bV\J e/ Ley

Name

Class
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A. True or False. Circle the correct answer.
1. The correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
the dominant hand underneath.

~

False

2. \odms are straight when putting.
True

~

3. When putting your eyes should be focused on the hole.
True

®

4. Par in golf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.

8

False

5. A birdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.
True

8

B. Fill in the blank.
6. There are

1% holes on a golf course.

7. The four cues for putting are

Cj I I P

,eyes, elbows, and triangle.

8. The three areas of the body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and

hands
C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
9. Which one is an example of golf etiquette?
A. Always run when on the golf course.
Golfer whose ball is farthest from the hole hits first.
C. Do not touch the other person's ball.

@

10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?
A. Shore side
B. Waterville Valley
Pebble Beach

@

1. The correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
the dami a~t hand underneath.

'I

@

2.

~ur

V

arms are traight when putting.

True

False

3. When putting your eyes should be focused on the hole.

)(~

False

4. ~gOlf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.

~)

False

5. A_birdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.
~,"',/"

- .",>

-~

/ True ... i
" / ( : ;..,..,r"
1

.J

False

B. Fill in the blank.
v s:r.here are

~ holes on a golf course.

'/..7. The four cues for putting are

, eyes, elbows, and triangle.

",. The three areas.ofthe body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and

C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
9. Which one is an example of golf etiquette?

~ A. Always run when on the golf course.

~)GOlfer whose ball is farthest from the hole hits first.
C. Do not touch the other person's ball.

10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?

'j. A. Shore side
B. Waterville Valley
C. Pebble Beach
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A. True or '1It*r~'fhe'cOtrect answer.

/ t h e correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
the dam'

nt hand underneath.
False

our arms are straight when putting.

Q

True

. 3~en puttin~fl~~es should be focused on the hole.

~

(~~../}

True

~ golf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.
(' True)
'--- -~ .......

-----...

False

--,/

~
A

'rdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.
~

~~

True

~iII in the blank.
L,

r/

6;Jhere are

\ ()

r
(:1( It,

holes on a golf c(?)tf~e,?-/

/7. The four cues for putting are

~~

eyes, elbows, and triangle.

'/.-8. The\/1//1
three areas of the body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and
Y.
<
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C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.

/whiCh one is an example of golf etiquette?

W~IWayS run when o .

.
)' a er whose ball is farthest from the hole hits first.
, Do not touch the other person's ball.

10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?
~\\Shore side

~Waterville Valley
C. Pebble Beach

1. The correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
the dominant hand underneath.

'f.....

True

2. Your arms are stralg t when putting.

~~

False

3. When putting your eyes should be focused on the hole.

{ G~~~ .

False

4. Par in golf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.

~

G~j;D

True

S. A birdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.

y-Gr~:0

False

B. Fill in the blank.
'. There are

L

holes on a golf course.

Ii
'fI-. The four cues for putting are

.•

4

~>"11 LJ

V

A flr-o.

~

' eyes, elbows, and triangle.

~. The three areas of the body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and

...((.( b:?(t\l.r

.

C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
9. Which one is an example of golf etiquette?

V

A. Always run~"'l.hen.OJlthe.gplf..cQ.Yr~~~__~_~,

0.:~=~9JfeL~hQ-se,ball"i~em!Q!!!Jhe.,hol~~

c.

Do not touch the other person's ball.

10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?
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'f..{. As.Shore s!~
B. Waterville Valley
C. Pebble Beach
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A.
0 e correct way to grip a golf clu is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
~~nant hand underneath.
~

False

2. ~rms are straight when putting.

~ ~

False

3.Jlhen putting your eyes should be focused on the hole.
/

~9

True

4./ar in golf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.

8

V

False

5. A birdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.
False

BJRI in the blank.

J. There are L

an P ,

holes on a golf course.

eft

The four cues for putting are

eyes, elbows, and triangle.

8. The three areas of the body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and

),P'Rt}$

JCh
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C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
one is an example of golf etiquette?
f\lw~ysrUI1

when on the golf course.
~olfer w~~~~,balU~ farthest fron1theholehjtsfirst:~
C.
nottouch the otherpersortsDalr.~--·"'·'

A.

Do

10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?

0.

Shore side

B. WaterY.ilIe,,\ljilley
C. Pebbi~ _Beac0
\
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1. The correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
the dominant hand underneath.

i--

~

True

2~r

e

arms are s raight when putting.

True

3. W~tting your eyes should be focused on the hole.

'/-

~

False

4. Par in golf is t~mber of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.

~ True

~~

S. A birdie in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.

'i~

False

B. Fill in the blank•
.

~. There are

'I!.'

-4

cours~. . /_
4 f'''1/IS

holes on a golf

The four cues for putting are

,eyes, elbows, and triangle.

",. ~~2'Sas. of the body that make up the triangle are the shoulders, arms, and

~

J

C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
9. Which one is an example of golf etiquette?
/

A. Always run when on

thJtg,QJfcour.se~----- ~ ----.---____

'-'--B':~ Olfe-fWhose~is·&-!1b.gst from the hole hits first. ')
. ' Do not touch the other person's-~_._". l

10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?

~.

Shore side
B. Wa
alley
C. Pebble Beach
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A. True or False• •Ie the correct answer.
~~e

~e

lt0

correct way to grip a golf club is with the non dominant hand at the top of the club and
'nant hand underneath.

True

False

True

False

3foen

ne

if

qo

putti~eyes should be focused on the hole,

~

True

in golf is the number of shots it should take to get the ball into the hole.

5.

~irdie

False
in golf is when you completed the hole in 3 shots over the par.

~ True

~

B/ill in the blank.

~. There are

£

holes on a golf course.

/The four cues for putting are

'

9II" IP ,

eyes, elbows, and triangle.

r e J ~h~e,:,~"-"as of the body that make up the tria ngle a re the shou Iders, arms, and
VU

Yf{.AS .

C. Multiple choice. Circle the correct answer.
9. Which one is an example of golf etiquette?
A. Always run when on the golf course.
B. Golfer whose ball is farthest from the hole hits first.

~ot t~ othe~er.son/s~~
10. Which one is a golf course in the USA?

V

A. Shore side
B. Waterville Valley
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